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LEARNING FROM
DANIEL’S STORY

Understanding Prejudice, Racism and Discrimination
Wendy York, Middle School Teacher, McDougle Middle School
Jennifer Richards, Curriculum Specialist, Tennessee 4-H Youth Development

Tennessee 4-H Youth Development

This lesson plan has been
developed as part of the TIPPs
for 4-H curriculum.

Learning from Daniel’s Story
Understanding Prejudice, Racism and Discrimination
Skill Level
Grades 6-8
Learner Outcomes
The learner will be able to:
 Develop an understanding of the roots
and ramifications of prejudice, racism and
stereotyping in any society
 Develop an awareness of the value of
accepting diversity
Educational Standard(s) Supported

School Counseling and Career Guidance,
Standard 7

Success Indicator
Learners will be successful if they:
 Develop a plan to address prejudice and
racism in their community
 Bring awareness of the impacts of racism
and stereotyping to their peers
Time Needed
45 Minutes to One Hour
Materials List
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Projector to show video
Student Handout- “Learning from Daniel’s
Story”
Poster Board

Introduction to Content
This lesson focuses on students’
understanding of prejudice, racism and
discrimination. Students will come away
from the class having created a definition
of each of those terms, as well as a plan
for addressing those issues in their class,
school and community.

Introduction to Methodology
This lesson uses Daniel’s Story to
introduce the concepts. Daniel’s story
focuses on the perspective of a Jewish
child living in Nazi-occupied Europe
during the Holocaust. Students work to
create definitions of prejudice, racism
and discrimination, and then view a
video prior to having a class discussion.
The lesson concludes by the students
preparing a poster using their new found
knowledge.
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Prepared using research based practices in youth
development and experiential learning.
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Terms and Concepts Introduction
Prejudice: A feeling of unfair dislike directed against an individual or a
group because of some characteristic (such as race or religion)
Discrimination: The practice of unfairly treating a person or group
differently from other people or groups of people
Racism: Belief that certain races of people are by birth and nature superior
to others

Tips for Engagement
This can be a sensitive
subject for some students. It
is important to share with
them that they are welcome
to share as much or as little
as they feel comfortable.

Setting the Stage and Opening Questions
Pass out the “Learning from Daniel’s Story” handout to the students and have
them find a partner. Tell students, “Before we start today’s lesson, I want
you and your partner to define three different words. In your pair, you
will either be partner A or B. You’ll need to face each other. When I say,
“go,” partner A will tell partner B everything they know about the word.
You’ll have 30 seconds to share what you know, and partner B will be
writing down what you say. After the 30 seconds has passed, you’ll switch
roles. Based on your and your partner’s thoughts, construct a working
definition. We will do this three times. Does that make sense?”
After students have received the instruction, have them work through the
process for each of the following words. Prejudice, Racism and
Discrimination.
After students have formed their definitions, ask them to share and correct any
misconceptions.

Experience
Say to the students, “Today, we are going to be watching a video entitled ‘Daniel’s Story’. This video is
about a child’s experience in Nazi-occupied Europe during the Holocaust.”
Show the video found at this link: https://www.ushmm.org/information/exhibitions/museumexhibitions/remember-the-children-daniels-story
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Share
After the video, ask the students to respond to the following discussion
questions.
1.

How did Daniel cope when he was discriminated against by
the Nazis?

2.

How do you cope when you experience discrimination?

Process
As a class, discuss the following quote. You may want to write the
quote on the board so students can refer back to it during the discussion.
“Whatever we call a person or group sets up the way we treat them.”

Generalize
Ask the students, “What can we do to stop discrimination?”

Apply
Assign students to work in pairs to create a series of posters to bring
awareness to discrimination, racism and prejudice in their school and
community. Allow students to work in pairs or groups to design their
poster and then have them share their posters with the class.
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Life Skill(s) from TIPPs
for 4-H
6th Grade
Understand why knowledge of
different cultural, racial and
ethnic groups is important
(Heart Relating)
Clearly state your needs and
feelings to others (Heart
Relating)
Make an action plan to
achieve a goal (Head
Thinking)
Involve oneself in helping
others; demonstrate concern
(Heart Caring)
7th Grade
Use the learned information in
new situations to solve
problems or to change ones’
behavior (Head Thinking)
Understand the feelings and
perspective of others (Heart
Relating)
Be sensitive to or identify with
another person’s situation,
feelings or motives (Heart
Caring)
8th Grade
Plan a strategy for a given
problem or situation, set a
goal and determine ways to
reach it (Head Thinking)
Demonstrate empathy-the
capacity for sharing or
understanding the feeling of
another; compassion (Heart
Caring)
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Supplemental Information
Educational Standards Met

Standard 7: Self Knowledge and Interpersonal Skills
Students will acquire the attitudes, knowledge, and interpersonal skills to help them understand and
respect self and others
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In the space below, work with your partner to define each of the following terms. Under each word,
write what your partner shares aloud.

Prejudice

Racism

Discrimination

Daniel’s Story

